2004 wj jeep grand cherokee radiator fan wiring diagram

Time Required. The Jeep Grand Cherokee has a common failure where the blower fan wire
adapter overheats and melts. Use this guide to fix and repair this connector and get your AC
and Heater working again! Buy these tools. Place the vehicle in park, activate the parking brake,
and leave the car running. For easier access to the wiring push the seat back, and place your
tools on the floor of the car. If the blower motor turns on, you have identified the problem and
following this guide will help you fix it. If the fan does not turn on, the damage may not be
fixable without purchasing new parts. For your safety do not grasp any wires you can not see.
There are two screws holding the adapter in place. Using a Phillips head screwdriver, remove
both screws in order to remove and gain access to the adapter. The fault typically occurs at the
connection between the three wires and the adapter box. Observe the damage and decide if
electrical tape will be enough to hold the wires in place. If so, using electrical tape, wrap the
wires tightly until they are securely in place. Replacement parts are available for purchase if the
damage is beyond your repair capabilities. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: 7.
Hasdefdhbfr - January 1 Reply. Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty Moderate. Steps 5. Time Required 20 30 minutes. Sections 1. Flags 0. Introduction The Jeep Grand Cherokee has a common failure
where the blower fan wire adapter overheats and melts. Tools Buy these tools. Add a comment.
Add Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Step 5. Almost done! Enjoy your working AC and
Heater! You're Finished! Author with 7 other contributors. Very good job - thanks for the info I
own one WJ 4. Thank you this solved it for me easy simple. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px
Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of jeep grand cherokee
wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional pictorial depiction of an electric
circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power and signal links
between the devices. A wiring diagram normally provides details regarding the relative position
and arrangement of devices and also terminals on the gadgets, to assist in building or servicing
the gadget. A pictorial layout would show extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring
diagram makes use of a more symbolic symbols to stress affiliations over physical look. A
wiring diagram is frequently made use of to troubleshoot troubles as well as making certain that
all the links have been made and also that whatever is existing. Variety of jeep grand cherokee
wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right
clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the physical connections and
physical design of an electrical system or circuit. It demonstrates how the electric cords are
adjoined as well as can also reveal where components and components might be linked to the
system. Use wiring layouts to help in structure or making the circuit or electronic gadget. They
are likewise valuable for making repair services. DIY fanatics utilize wiring diagrams yet they are
also typical in residence building as well as vehicle repair work. A residence building contractor
will certainly desire to confirm the physical area of electric outlets as well as light fixtures using
a wiring diagram to prevent pricey mistakes as well as constructing code violations. A
schematic reveals the strategy and feature for an electric circuit, however is not worried with
the physical format of the wires. Wiring representations demonstrate how the cords are
attached and also where they need to found in the actual gadget, as well as the physical links
between all the parts. Unlike a pictorial diagram, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or
streamlined shapes as well as lines to reveal elements. Photographic representations are often
photos with labels or highly-detailed illustrations of the physical parts. If a line touching one
more line has a black dot, it suggests the lines are attached. A lot of symbols used on a wiring
diagram look like abstract versions of the actual items they stand for. A switch will be a break in
the line with a line at an angle to the cord, a lot like a light switch you can turn on as well as off.
Am still overheating. Fan not coming on. Am so frustrated, I love my jeep, bought it used but
seriously thinking i just bought a headache! Please Help!!! The only part you did not replace to
make the fan run is the temperature sensor which kicks the fan on when coolant is hot. Now
there are TWO temp sensors. One gives you a temp gauge reading. The other is the one that
turns on the fan. Find and replace that one. And don't get discouraged. It only takes one little
part to cause a major headache. I wish you well. That temp sensor I spoke of is better called the
"Fan Controller". On the Jeeps it is in a tough spot under the right headlight housing. Not sure
where it is on your Jeep but it will be near the radiator but not threaded into the cooling system.
Cheri answered 2 years ago. GuruCLK1C answered 2 years ago. There is a fan relay under the
right headllight. Under the plastic cover on the bottom. GuruSDC69 answered about a year ago.
Any luck resolving this? My brothers jeep has the same probably. I checked the fan, relays,
fuses, etcc. Fan will turn on if I put 12v into the circuit, but the car will not turn the fan on itself.
Please let me know what resolution you found. GuruH9J1S answered about a year ago. We
cannot find the relay switch at all. Looked under passenger headlight cut out 2 spots. My jeep is
supposed to be a Grand Cherokee Laredo. It's a straight 6. No towing package. We have
replaced the thermostat, radiator cap, and the temperature sensor. Any other ideas on this relay

switch? Any help greatly appreciated. There is not a relay under the passenger headlight on I
cut out the same holes. It is the TWO cube relays in the fuse panel on the passenger side inner
fender. Which I believe you said you already changed. I had similar problems, over and over,
until I attached an oversized Ground wire from the fan motor directly to the Negative battery
post. After 6 relays and three fans, all it needed was a GOOD ground. GuruSTCR3 answered
about a year ago. Absolutely right! Cut the hole under right headlight and nothing except a
vacuum box. Went to dealership who spoke to mechanic that printed out the exploded view
from his computer which showed the relay under the right light. Took the bumper, grill, back
facia and no relay! GuruNBQZ6 answered about a year ago. Ricky answered 10 months ago.
KelleyB23B answered 6 months ago. It not under the light on a Jeepguy30 answered 4 months
ago. I have a jeep commander. I have replaced all fuses all relays and blower motor and still
nothing. Help please. Its like no power or something. Am so frustrated, I love my jeep, bought it
used but serious Howdy, I bought a Jeep Grand Cherokee from a private seller. The vehicle's
fan will NOT kick and essentially overheat after about 10 minutes being on. Fan not working. I
can manually turn it so it's not obstructed. I have no heat no air nothing blowing at all. Blower
fan motor was replaced but since nothing. I wrecked my car and the radiator was pushed back
into the fan. No fluids are leaking but my fan isn't working. Is there a way to pull the radiator
forward to allow the fan to turn. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Radiator
Fan Not Working. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. Start a new Jeep Grand Cherokee question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Jeep Grand Cherokee Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Time
Required. The Jeep Grand Cherokee has a common failure where the blower fan wire adapter
overheats and melts. Use this guide to fix and repair this connector and get your AC and Heater
working again! Buy these tools. Place the vehicle in park, activate the parking brake, and leave
the car running. For easier access to the wiring push the seat back, and place your tools on the
floor of the car. If the blower motor turns on, you have identified the problem and following this
guide will help you fix it. If the fan does not turn on, the damage may not be fixable without
purchasing new parts. For your safety do not grasp any wires you can not see. There are two
screws holding the adapter in place. Using a Phillips head screwdriver, remove both screws in
order to remove and gain access to the adapter. The fault typically occurs at the connection
between the three wires and the adapter box. Observe the damage and decide if electrical tape
will be enough to hold the wires in place. If so, using electrical tape, wrap the wires tightly until
they are securely in place. Replacement parts are available for purchase if the damage is
beyond your repair capabilities. Cancel: I did not complete this guide. Badges: 7. Hasdefdhbfr January 1 Reply. Fix Your Stuff. Difficulty Moderate. Steps 5. Time Required 20 - 30 minutes.
Sections 1. Flags 0. Introduction The Jeep Grand Cherokee has a common failure where the
blower fan wire adapter overheats and melts. Tools Buy these tools. Add a comment. Add
Comment Cancel. Step 2. Step 3. Step 4. Step 5. Almost done! Enjoy your working AC and
Heater! You're Finished! Author with 7 other contributors. Very good job - thanks for the info I
own one WJ 4. Thank you this solved it for me easy simple. Single Step Full Guide. Small - px
Medium - px Large - px. View Statistics:. Find out the most recent pictures of Jeep Grand
Cherokee Cooling Fan Wiring Diagram here, and also you can get the picture here simply. The
collection that consisting of chosen picture and the best amongst others. They are so many
great picture list that could become your inspiration and informational purpose of Jeep Grand
Cherokee Cooling Fan Wiring Diagram design ideas on your own collections. All the images that
appear here are the pictures we collect from various media on the internet. If there is a pictures
that violates the rules or you want to give criticism and suggestions about Jeep Grand
Cherokee Cooling Fan Wiring Diagram please contact us on Contact Us page. Search This Blog.
Next Post. Previous Post. Comment Policy: Silahkan tuliskan komentar Anda yang sesuai
dengan topik postingan halaman ini. Komentar yang berisi tautan tidak akan ditampilkan
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rgot your password? Register for a new account. Sign in. Remember me. Connect with our
Jeep Expert! Cart is empty. View cart. Satisfaction Guaranteed No hassle return policy.
Guaranteed Lowest Price We'll match or beat any price. Part : AI. Add to cart Buy Now Add to
wish list Add to compare. Description Features FAQ. Product Details Color: Black.
Construction: MetalPlastic. Hardware: Use Existing Hardware. Quantity Required: 1. Unit of
Measure: Each. Axle: Any. Engine: Any. Transfer Case: Any. Transmission: Any. Doors: Any.
Shipping Details Height: 1. Length: 3. Width: 3. No FAQ found. Submit a question. Your name:.
Your e-mail? Your question:. Similar Products. Coolant Bottle. Serpentine Belt. Draincock,
Radiator. Fan Clutch. Radiator Cap. Customers also bought. Militar Air Horn Kit 12v Or 24v.
About us Our team Privacy policy. Customer Service About your order Wishlist Comparison list.
It is not implied that any part listed is a product of, or approved by, Fiat Chrysler Automobiles.

